Safari Experiences & Guide Profiles
Chem Chem Philanthropy & Safaris

OVERVIEW
• Chem Chem Philanthropy & Safaris consists of three leading eco-properties in Tanzania: Chem Chem Lodge,
Little Chem Chem & Forest Chem Chem.
• 20 000ha of private land within the Burunge Wildlife Management Area (WMA) between the Tarangire National Park in the
east and Lake Manyara National Park in the west.
• The concept of “Slow Safari” was born at Chem Chem Lodge. The ethos of a safari being a tangible, sensual experience
beyond the confines of a vehicle, and it is one upheld at each of our properties.
SAFARI EXPERIENCES
WALK WITH THE MAASAI
CHEM CHEM LODGE

DAY TRIP TO TARANGIRE
NATIONAL PARK

CHEM CHEM LODGE, LITTLE CHEM CHEM &
FOREST CHEM CHEM

NIGHT GAME DRIVES
LITTLE CHEM CHEM & FOREST CHEM CHEM

Discover the wilderness through the eyes of those who have lived it and breathed it for
centuries: the Maasai. A warrior will walk with you and a field guide – a rare opportunity to
learn how this local population has survived by living in harmony with wild animals.
Explore the game-rich environment of the breathtaking Tarangire National Park from the
comfort of an open 4x4. Choose either a full- or half-day excursion which includes a
picnic breakfast or lunch at a private site. Expect vast elephant herds and huge baobabs.
Experience the thrill of discovering nocturnal animals in their natural habitat. See, from the
safety of an open 4x4 vehicle with blankets for warmth, how the spotlight catches them.
Learn from our experienced guides as you immerse yourself in their world.

GAME DRIVES IN CHEM CHEM
BURUNGE WMA

Discover this incredible wilderness with one of our expert field guides, from the seat of a
4x4 vehicle. The vehicles seat between five to eight passengers. No crowds guaranteed:
16 000 ha and just 10 guests! Keep your eyes open for elephant, leopard and lion.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SAFARIS

Spend a day with a professional wildlife photographer showing you how to make the most
of your camera to capture that unforgettable moment in the wild. It may be of a
cheetah on a termite mound or a grey-headed kingfisher eyeing its prey.

LITTLE CHEM CHEM & FOREST CHEM CHEM

CHEM CHEM LODGE, LITTLE CHEM CHEM &
FOREST CHEM CHEM

ANIMAL TRACKING
CHEM CHEM LODGE, LITTLE CHEM CHEM &
FOREST CHEM CHEM

SUNRISE HILL CLIMB

CHEM CHEM LODGE, LITTLE CHEM CHEM &
FOREST CHEM CHEM

One of our well-trained field guides will lead you in a quest to recognise and track animal
spoor. You will literally follow in their footsteps – often taking you within 15 meters of these
majestic animals. Hear them, see them, smell them.
There is a serene beauty to a landscape at dawn. Climb the hills between the two sides of
the concession with your guide to gaze out across the vastness of the land we work to
protect while the sun blesses a new day in Africa.

CHEM CHEM PHILANTHROPY & SAFARIS
Tarangire, Tanzania
E: reservations@chemchemsafari.com | T: +27 21 876 2368
www.chemchemsafari.com
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GUIDE PROFILES
Our professional guides have dedicated their lives to the land and are valued ambassadors for its wildlife and its people. They
have undergone years of training and intimately understand the essence of a Tanzanian safari.

NIVEN LOUIS MBUYA

“The Navigator”
Niven was born in the Kilimanjaro region where he attended primary and secondary
education. After completing his guide schooling in Arusha, he spent ten years in the bush
as a guide. Niven is deeply passionate about nature and has a vast knowledge of flora
and fauna.

SALUM MPAPA

“Bush Baby”
Born in the Selous Game Reserve, Salum grew up in the bush. He is leading the guide
team and his experience and knowledge is impeccable as is his ability to track and
approach animals. A walking safari with him is truly unforgettable.

MIKE ELSON

“Culture Vulture”
Mike is our philanthropist guide. Maasai in origin, he has an amazing way with families. He
can keep you entertained for hours talking about the local Tanzanian cultures and his
many experiences in the wild.

EMMANUEL MAGULUKO

“Smooth”
Our stargazer and support head guide, Emmanuel is an integral member of the team
with exceptional guiding abilities. He has an acute understanding of animal and bird
behaviors and is bursting with knowledge of our bountiful area. His knowledge of the
heavens above Tanzania will have you stargazing for hours as he tells you stories of the
land.

CHEM CHEM PHILANTHROPY & SAFARIS
Tarangire, Tanzania
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BARAKA OLAIS

“Avid Apprentice”
His name means “blessing” in Swahili and there are times when having Baraka around, can
be just that. His eagerness to learn is infectious and he willingly steps up to prove himself
when there is an opportunity. Born a Maasai, he has a fine ability to interpret the life of
the Maasai to our guests. A true bush boy.

ERIK NYMAN

“Pathfinder”
Born along the Rufiji River in Tanzania, Erik was destined to live his life in the African
wilderness. Erik is our main walking guide and will be accompanying our guests on walks to
discover Tanzania’s big game on foot.

ISAAC KILIWA

“Storyteller”
Isaac feels proud of sharing his knowledge about the history and nature of Tanzania.
He has just joined the team after 10 years’ experience in the southern national parks.
His ability to create the link between animals and environment is what makes him
a great guide.

NELSON NAUSED NYAGANILWA

“Tracker”
Nelson is one of our younger guides though boasts years of knowledge in the southern
national parks guiding and tracking animals. His enthusiasm of finding and explaining the
animal’s movement through tracking is so different and its shows on his first drive.
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JOSEPH MWASUBILA

“Mwewe”
Mwewe is the Kiswahili word for an Eagle. His nickname was given due to the ability of
spotting animals in the bush. Joseph has been with us a year and even though he is the
shortest member of our team, he stands tall on every safari.

JOSEPH NENGA

‘Kids friend’
Nenga’s patience and compassion make him a perfect guide for family groups. He has a
passion for plants and animals and his warm personality keeps guests wanting more.

VITUS SINTALA

“Man from Katavi”
Vitus or the Man from Katavi (Western Tanzania) is an amazing guide and we are happy
to welcome him to the Chem Chem team. Knowledgeable in all aspects of nature and
guiding, Vitus will make you feel at home in the bush as soon as you climb into his vehicle.
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